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Abstract. Over the past ten years, there has been a revolution in our understanding of massive
young stellar clusters in the Galaxy. Initially, there were no known examples having masses
>104, yet we now know that there are at least a half dozen such clusters in the Galaxy. In
all but one case, the masses have been determined through infrared observations. Several had
been identified as clusters long ago, but their massive natures were only recently determined.
Presumably, we are just scratching the surface, and we might look forward to having statistically
significant samples of coeval massive stars at all important stages of stellar evolution in the near
future. I review the efforts that have led to this dramatic turn of events and the growing sample
of young massive clusters in the Galaxy.
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1. Introduction
Massive stellar clusters are the birthplaces of massive stars. They are also the places
where many massive stars reside all of their lives, having little time to wander before
exploding as supernovae. The astrophysical importance of massive clusters largely de-
rives from their content of massive stars, objects that have extraordinary effects on their
surroundings. Indeed, massive stars are key ingredients and probes of astrophysical phe-
nomena on all size and distance scales, from individual star formation sites, such as Orion,
to the early Universe during the age of reionization when the first stars were born. As
ingredients, they control the dynamical and chemical evolution of their local environs
and individual galaxies through their influence on the energetics and composition of the
interstellar medium. They likely play an important role in the early evolution of the first
galaxies, and there is evidence that they are the progenitors of the most energetic explo-
sions in the Universe, seen as GRBs. As probes, they define the upper limits of the star
formation process and their presence may end further formation of nearby lower mass
stars and planets.
Despite the importance of massive stars, and the clusters in which they reside, no truly
massive clusters were known to exist in the Galaxy before about ten years ago, when the
Arches and Quintuplet clusters were identified as being at least that massive (Figer et al.
1999b). Since then, a number of efforts have led to the identification of about a half dozen
more such massive clusters in the Galaxy.
The evolution of massive stars is difficult to study because many of the most important
phases are short. To date, one of the most effective techniques to overcome this problem
is to identify massive clusters at ages when its most massive stars are largely in a single
phase of evolution., We see this in the Arches cluster (the most massive stars, i.e. hydrogen
burning Wolf-Rayet stars on the main sequence), The Central Cluster (Ofpe/WN9 stars),
Westerlund 1 (Wolf Rayet stars), and the Scutum red supergiant clusters (RSGs).
We are on the cusp of a revolution in massive stellar cluster research, as the identified
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Table 1. Properties of massive clusters in the Galaxya
Log(M) Radius Log(ρ) Age Log(L) Log(Q) OB YSG RSG LBV WN WC
Cluster M⊙ pc M⊙ pc
−3 Myr L⊙ s
−1
Westerlund 1b 4.7 1.0 4.1 4−6 ... ... ... 6 4 2 16 8
RSGC2c 4.6 2.7 2.7 14−21 ... ... 0 0 26 0 0 0
RSGC1d 4.5 1.3 3.5 10−14 ... ... 1 1 14 0 0 0
Quintuplete 4.3 1.0 3.2 4−6 7.5 50.9 100 0 1 2 6 13
Archesf 4.3 0.19 5.6 2−2.5 8.0 51.0 160 0 0 0 6 0
Centerg 4.3 0.23 5.6 4−7 7.3 50.5 100 0 4 1 18 12
NGC 3603h 4.1 0.3 5.0 2−2.5 ... ... 60 0 0 0 3 0
Trumpler 14i 4.0 0.5 4.3 <2 ... ... 31 ... ... ... ... ...
Westerlund 2j 4.0 0.8 3.7 1.5−2.5 ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 ...
Cl 1806-20k 3.8 0.8 3.5 4−6 ... ... 5 0 ... 1 2 2
aAn ellipsis has been entered in cases where data are not reliable or available. “M” is the total cluster mass
in all stars extrapolated down to a lower-mass cutoff of 1 M⊙, assuming a Salpeter IMF slope and an upper
mass cutoff of 120 M⊙ (unless otherwise noted) “Radius” gives the average projected separation from the
centroid position. “ρ” is M divided by the volume. This is probably closer to the central density than the
average density because the mass is for the whole cluster while the radius is the average projected radius.
“Age” is the assumed age for the cluster. “Luminosity” gives the total measured luminosity for observed stars.
“Q” is the estimated Lyman continuum flux emitted by the cluster. bFiger et al. (2006). cDavies et al. (2007).
dFiger et al. (2006). eFiger et al. (1999b). fMass estimates have been made based upon the number of stars
having Minitial>20 M⊙ given in Figer et al. (1999b) and the mass function slope in Kim et al. (2006). The
age, luminosity and ionizing flux are from Figer et al. (2002). gKrabbe et al. (1995). The mass, M has been
estimated by assuming that a total 103.5 stars have been formed. The age spans a range covering an initial
starburst, followed by an exponential decay in the star formation rate. hHarayama (2007). iHarayama (2007).
jHarayama (2007). kFiger et al. (2005).
sample is likely the “tip of the iceberg.” In the next ten years, we can expect to identify
perhaps a factor of ten more massive clusters in the Galaxy than are currently known.
With this sample, we can expect to routinely address many of the long-pursued questions
in massive star research to determine, for example: 1) the most massive star that can
form, 2) the binary frequency of massive stars, 3) the properties of massive stellar winds,
e.g. clumping, 4) the evolutionary sequence of massive stars, and 5) the end states of
massive stars. Indeed, Barbosa & Figer (2004) summarize many interesting questions
that might be addressed with future studies of massive stars.
In this paper, I review the Galactic sample of massive stellar clusters (M>104 M⊙),
the efforts that led to their discovery, and the identification of a stellar upper mass limit.
Finally, I speculate on the hidden population of massive stellar clusters in the Galaxy
that will likely be revealed in the near future.
2. The sample of massive young clusters
There are approximately ten known Galactic clusters with masses &104 M⊙, with
three being located within the central 50 pc of the Galactic center. Table 1 gives the
known properties of these clusters in a list that is ordered with decreasing mass. In some
cases, the properties are poorly determined, in which case the entries are filled with an
ellipsis. The most massive, Westerlund 1, has a mass of ≈50,000 M⊙. The densest are
in the Galactic center, with the Arches cluster having a density of ≈300,000 M⊙ pc
−3.
While most are quite young, the RSG (red supergiant) clusters are distinctly older.
Presumably, the table reflects an observational bias in that younger clusters are generally
more concentrated, and thus easier to identify as clusters.
In the following, I review some of the clusters with more well-established characteristics.
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Figure 1. GLIMPSE image of RSGC1. W42, to the upper left,
is an unrelated star formation region along the line of sight. See
http://www.cis.rit.edu/∼dffpci/private/papers/IAU250/Figer2.pdf for high resolution version.
2.1. Westerlund 1
Westerlund 1 is the most massive young cluster known in the Galaxy (Clark et al. 2005;
Negueruela & Clark 2005; Skinner et al. 2006; Groh et al. 2006; Crowther et al. 2006;
Brandner et al. 2008). Given its age of ≈4 Myr, it contains more evolved massive stars
than any other cluster in the Galaxy, including half the known population of yellow
supergiants and the mostWR stars. The cluster contains a magnetar, a highly magnetized
neutron star that may be descended from a particularly massive progenitor (Muno et al.
2006). Oddly, the massive stellar content in Westerlund 1 has only been recently revealed,
more than 40 years after the cluster’s discovery.
2.2. Red Supergiant clusters
Figer et al. (2006), Davies et al. (2007), and Davies et al. (2008), identified two massive
clusters in the red supergiant (RSG) phase, the first containing 14 (see Figure 1) and
the second containing 26 RSGs, or collectively about 20% of all such stars known in the
Galaxy. The inferred cluster masses are ≈3(104) M⊙ for the former, and ≈4(10
4) M⊙
for the latter. Interestingly, the two clusters are near each other, located within 1 degree
on the sky and within 1 kpc along the line of sight at the base of the Scutum-Crux
arm. The first cluster was first identified as a candidate cluster in the Bica et al. (2003)
catalog, and some of the stars in the second cluster had already been identified as RSGs
in Stephenson (1990) and Nakaya et al. (2001). Just like in the case of Westerlund 1,
we see that a cluster once thought to be of relatively low mass can turn out to be quite
massive on further inspection. Perhaps there are more massive clusters amongst the many
clusters that have already been identified.
2.3. Central cluster
The Central cluster resides in the central parsec of the Galaxy and contains many mas-
sive stars formed in the past 10 Myr (Becklin et al. 1978; Rieke, Telesco, & Harper 1978;
Lebofsky, Rieke, & Tokunaga 1982; Forrest et al. 1987; Allen, Hyland, & Hillier 1990;
Krabbe et al. 1991; Najarro et al. 1994; Krabbe et al. 1995; Najarro 1995; Blum, Sellgren, & Depoy
1995b; Genzel et al. 1996; Najarro et al. 1997). There are at least 80 massive stars in the
Central cluster (Eisenhauer et al. 2005), including ≈50 OB stars on the main sequence
and 30 more evolved massive stars (see Figure 3). These young stars appear to be con-
fined to two disks (Genzel et al. 2003; Tanner et al. 2006). There is also a tight collection
of a dozen or so B stars (the “s” stars) in the central arcsecond, highlighted in the small
box in the figure. The formation of so many massive stars in the central parsec remains as
much a mystery now as it was at the time of the first infrared observations of the region.
Most recently, this topic has largely been supplanted by the even more improbable notion
that star formation can occur within a few thousand AU of the supermassive black hole.
See Figer (2008), and references therein, for a review of massive star formation and the
“s” stars in the Galactic center.
2.4. Arches cluster
The Arches cluster is the densest young cluster in the Galaxy, and it has a relatively young
age (Figer et al. 2002). Being so young and massive, it contains the richest collection of O-
stars and WNL stars in any cluster in the Galaxy (Harris et al. 1994; Nagata et al. 1995;
Figer 1995; Cotera 1995; Cotera et al. 1996; Serabyn, Shupe, & Figer 1998; Figer et al.
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Figure 2. Radio emission from the GC region at 6 cm, adapted by Cotera et al. (1999)
from Yusef-Zadeh & Morris (1987). The star symbols represent the three massive clusters. See
http://www.cis.rit.edu/∼dffpci/private/papers/IAU250/Figer2.pdf for high resolution version.
Figure 3. K-band image of the Central cluster obtained with NAOS/CONICA
from Scho¨del et al. (2006). The 100 or so brightest stars in the image are
evolved descendants from main sequence O-stars. The central box highlights
the “s” stars that are presumably young and massive (Minitial≈20 M⊙). See
http://www.cis.rit.edu/∼dffpci/private/papers/IAU250/Figer2.pdf for high resolution version.
1999b; Blum et al. 2001; Figer et al. 2002; Figer 2005). The WNL stars are particularly
interesting, as they represent the largest collection of the most massive stars (M>100M⊙)
in the Galaxy. As seen elsewhere, e.g. R136 and NGC 3603, these stars are still burn-
ing hydrogen on the main sequence. Given its unique combination of characteristics,
the cluster is ideal as a testbed for measuring the upper mass cutoff to the IMF (see
Section 3). The strong stellar winds from the most massive stars in the cluster are de-
tected at radio wavelengths (Lang, Goss, & Rodr´ıguez 2001; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2003;
Lang et al. 2005; Figer et al. 2002), and x-ray wavelengths (Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2002;
Rockefeller et al. 2005; Wang, Dong, & Lang 2006).
2.5. Quintuplet cluster
The Quintuplet cluster was originally noted for its five very bright stars (Glass, Moneti, & Moorwood
1990; Okuda et al. 1990; Nagata et al. 1990), but is now known to contain many mas-
sive stars (Geballe et al. 1994; Figer, McLean, & Morris 1995; Timmermann et al. 1996;
Figer et al. 1999a). It is ≈4 Myr old and had an initial mass of >104 M⊙ (Figer et al.
1999a). The hot stars in the cluster ionize the nearby “Sickle” HII region (see Figure 2).
The Quintuplet is most similar to Westerlund 1 in mass, age, and spectral content. Some
of the stars in the cluster have been detected at x-ray wavelengths (Law & Yusef-Zadeh
2004), and at radio wavelengths (Lang et al. 1999, 2005). Recently, Tuthill et al. (2006)
convincingly show that the five red stars in the cluster are dusty WC stars, character-
istic of binary systems containing WCL plus an OB star (Tuthill, Monnier, & Danchi
1999). This may indicate that either the binary fraction for massive stars is extremely
high (Nelan et al. 2004), or only binary massive stars evolve through the WCL phase
(van der Hucht 2001). The Quintuplet cluster also contains two Luminous Blue Variables,
the Pistol star (Harris et al. 1994; Figer et al. 1998, 1999c), and FMM362 (Figer et al.
1999a; Geballe, Najarro, & Figer 2000). Both stars are extraordinarily luminous (L>106 L⊙),
yet relatively cool (T≈104 K), placing them in the “forbidden zone” of the Hertzsprung-
Russell Diagram, above the Humphreys-Davidson limit (?). They are also both confirmed
photometric and spectroscopic variables (Figer et al. 1999a). The Pistol star is partic-
ularly intriguing, in that it is surrounded by one of the most massive (10 M⊙) circum-
stellar ejecta in the Galaxy (Figer et al. 1999c; Smith 2006). Both stars are spectroscop-
ically (Figer et al. 1999a) and photometrically variable (Glass et al. 2001), as expected
for LBVs.
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3. An upper limit to the masses of stars
Massive star clusters can be useful testing grounds for a variety of theoretical pre-
dictions, e.g. the IMF, binary fraction, n-body interactions, etc. Although only recently
discovered, the currently known set of Galactic massive clusters have already yielded an
interesting result regarding the upper limit to the masses of stars.
Theoretically, one might expect stellar mass to be limited by pulsational instabil-
ities (Schwarzschild & Ha¨rm 1959) or radiation pressure (Wolfire & Cassinelli 1987).
Although stellar evolution models have been computed for massive stars up masses of
1000 M⊙, no such stars have ever been observed. Indeed, some of the most famous “mas-
sive stars” have turned out to be multiple systems.
Observationally, the problem is difficult because massive stars are rare. They are formed
in small numbers with respect to lower mass stars and they only live a few million years.
A star formation event must produce about 104 M⊙ in stars to have a statistically mean-
ingful expectation of stars with masses greater than 150 M⊙. For example, such a cluster
should have about three such stars, assuming a Salpeter initial mass function (Salpeter
1955) extrapolated to zero probability. Unfortunately, the cluster must satisfy a number
of other criteria in order to use it for identifying an upper mass cutoff. For instance,
it must be young enough so that its most massive members have not yet exploded as
supernovae. Yet, it must be old enough to be free of natal molecular material. In order to
identify its individual stars, it must be close enough to us. To relate apparent magnitude
to absolute magnitude, it must be at known distance. The stars must be coeval enough so
that the star formation episode that produced the cluster can be considered to constitute
a single event. Finally, the age must be known relatively accurately.
It is difficult to satisfy all these criteria, and, indeed, only the Arches cluster does.
Being in the Galactic center happens to be useful in this regard, as its distance is then
relatively well known as compared to other clusters. The result for the Arches cluster
is shown in Figure 4. In this plot, it is apparent that there is an absence of stars with
masses above about 150M⊙, where many are expected, i.e. there is an upper mass cutoff.
See Weidner & Kroupa (2004), Weidner & Kroupa (2006) and Oey & Clarke (2005) for
other arguments for such a cutoff.
4. The hidden population of massive stellar clusters
2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 1997) and GLIMPSE (Benjamin et al. 2003) have heralded a
new era in massive star cluster research.With these surveys, we will be able to probe much
further into the Galactic plane than ever before. We can expect an order of magnitude
increase in the number of known young clusters in the Galaxy as these surveys are further
investigated. Figure 5 shows the Galactic distribution of known young clusters from
WEBDA (dots), candidate clusters from Bica et al. (2003) (triangles), and the verified
massive clusters discussed in this paper, with the addition of several very likely massive
clusters (hexagons). The Galactic center is at (0,0) and the Sun is at (0,8). The visual
clusters are mostly within 3 kpc from the Sun. The infrared clusters are a bit further
away; however, it is clear that the number is highly incomplete and that the far side
of the Galaxy as well as the central regions must contain many new clusters yet to be
discovered. We estimate that the total number of Galactic stellar clusters should exceed
20,000 (Messineo & Figer 2008).
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Figure 4. Number versus mass for stars in the Arches cluster from Figer (2005). There is a
clear deficit of stars with initial masses greater than 150 M⊙, as seen in the hatched regions, for
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Discussion
Vanbeveren: In 1982, I published a study where it was shown (from a theoretical point
of view) that the maximum mass of the stars in a cluster depends on the total mass of
the cluster and, from the cluster (total) mass function, I proposed a mass function for
the maximum mass. This idea has been picked up by Weidner and Kroupa in 2004. Is
there any observational evidence that he maximum mass of the stars in a cluster depends
on the cluster mass?
Figer: Some work to answer that question has been done by Oey & Clarke (2005);
however, the clusters in that study have very uncertain ages and it is thus not clear if
their most massive members have already exploded as supernovae.
Damineli: Your open cluster candidates do not fit the“radi” portion of the arms, specif-
ically in the Carina arm. How did you assign distances to the clusters?
JD 11. Young Massive Clusters 11
Figer: We considered clusters associated with HII regions for which the line-of-velocities
are available (Kuchar et al. 1994). We therefore obtained distances by using the equations
in Burton (1988), assuming near-distances.
Langer: You use the argument that no WNE or WC stars are found in the Arches cluster
to prove that it is young enough so that the most massive stars have not exploded off yet.
Is this challenged by the evidence put forward by Nathan Smith that the most massive
stars die as hydrogen-rich LBVs?
Figer: Nathan Smith’s speculation suggests that the most massive stars die as WNh. If
this is true, then it is possible that we can no longer see stars with initial masses above
150 M⊙ in the Arches cluster because they have already exploded as supernovae, NOT
because they did not form. This would also be true for R136 in 30 Dor. One interesting
observational test of such a claim is to search for coeval clusters in which there are
simultaneously WNh stars and more evolved subtypes (presumably from the highest
initial masses in the cluster). Perhaps NGC 3603 is promising for such a test where there
are WNh stars and a more evolved subtype, Sher 25; however, one would have to clearly
show that these stars are coeval.

